OUR COMPANY
Having many years of experience in the field of security, the members of our
company will provide you with the utmost modern, professional and efficient services.
PROFESSIONALISM - RELIABILITY - CONFIDENTIALITY
the triptych of our success.

OUR MISSION
Our mission is to have the concepts of protection and security synonymous with the
brand Advanced Protection Agency.
Our first priority is customer satisfaction.

YOUR CHOICE
Advanced Protection Agency is selected by you to feel secure and undistracted 24
hours a day.
Avoid any unpleasant situation through prevention. Trust the right human resource
that is constantly trained and modernizing its equipment.

COMPANY
WHO WE ARE
Advanced Protection Agency is your first choice to meet all your security needs.
Our company provides a wide range of protection services, both through human and
technical equipment. Security escorts, Bodyguards, Selective Protection Teams,
Private Investigations, Security Systems, Remote Internet Monitoring and CCTV are
indicative of the services offered.
We undertake to carry out security and private research missions to obtain any
information requested. You can contact us whether it pertains to a business entity or
to an individual.
Our company is characterized by professionalism and confidentiality. All cases are
undertaken by specially trained people who are fully educated to handle security,
information and other related issues quickly and efficiently.
These features are valued by our customers who they award follow-on and new work
orders to our company. Our clients come from all professional and social categories,
individuals and legal entities, large corporations, organizations, officials, as well as
many celebrities.

OUR PHILOSOPHY
The purpose of Advanced Protection Agency is to provide security services that
always exceed the expectations and requirements of our customers with
professionalism, reliability and confidentiality.

Our goal is to offer unique security solutions for each customer individually with
immediate application to the real-life conditions of everyday life.
Our responsibility is our customers to feel safe and calm. For our company,
Prevention is the important factor in avoiding any unpleasant situation. We constantly
monitor all developments in security technology so as to offer the best effective and
protection available to our customer.
Our priority is the continuous training of the staff, both in theory and in practice, so
that it is ready to respond to the ever-changing conditions prevailing today. Along
with our staff, we continuously modernize our equipment so that our staff can easily
and efficiently carry out its mission.

OUR MISSION
Our mission is to have the concepts of protection and security synonymous with the
brand Advanced Protection Agency.
Our first priority is customer satisfaction.

INSURANCE COVERAGE - LIABILITY
Advanced Protection Agency is ready at all times to act in order to provide you
protection and security. The action does not solely derive from the obligation towards
the client but also from our readiness to undertake responsibility. We take over the
responsibility of your protection as well as of any inadvertently caused harm or
damages to premises, staff, customers or any third party due to sole negligence of
our company.

SERVICES
TAB: SECURITY SERVICES
RECEIPT OF ALARM SIGNALS
With this service you can sleep quietly, knowing that you will not have to worry about
who will respond in case of an alarm. Our company can receive any alarm signal 24
hours a day, 365 days a year, and immediately mobilize a vehicle and security staff.
At the same time and depending on the alarm type, it alerts the Police, the Fire
Brigade, the Ambulance, the owners or any other person you have requested to be
informed.

REMOVED SURVEILLANCE
By installing the required security cameras in your appointed area, what is happening
at any moment is recorded on an external hard disk and in real time. Our appointed
personnel controls our monitors and in combination with the motion detection
technology we use, we effectively protect your space remotely. With our remote
surveillance service, you can be safe and save money at the same time.

PATROL - MOBILE TEAMS
Patrols are an efficient solution in cases where static guard is counter-indicative. Our
mobile units can perform area checks based on a predefined schedule or at variable
times. Patrols never cease to operate and are available all hours and days of the
year. Each customer receives a daily report on the outcome of the patrol as well as
on any occurring event.

HUMAN RESOURCE SECURITY
Advanced Protection Agency requires all its human resources to conduct under the
principle that customer protection and satisfaction is of the utmost importance. The
selection of our staff is carried out on strict and scientific criteria for providing efficient

and quality service to our clients. Highly qualified and continuous training are the key
criteria for staff selection. Our staff consists of both men and dynamic women,
depending on the case, for the best possible result.

RESIDENCES - RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS - NEIGHBORHOODS
Home is the important space for everyone where one calms, rests, spends enough
time, has his personal moments, creates and grows his family. A sacred place with a
dedicated goddess protection from ancient times. Such a space could not be left
unprotected by us. Our human resources are specialized in house guard, both
internally and externally, through static guarding, patrolling and control of any
incoming natural person or object.

PROFESSIONAL SPACES - WAREHOUSES
Workplaces are often a crime scene. Our main goal is the protection and safety of
both consumers and employees. Our presence in the corporate building and its
surveillance can prevent malpractice during operation, robberies, bigger theft while
closed, and other hazards that can cause financial or other damage. Our company
can even take over the transportation of the cash or other money of the day, to
supervise the area through a CCTV and remove unwanted people from the protected
area.

TAB: SPECIALIZED PROTECTION - VIP
VIP SECURITY SERVICES
At Advanced Protection Agency, we know that day after day is not the same and
that dangerous situations can happen at any time and moment. There are incidents
that affect and can change a person's life within seconds. Our well-trained staff,
based on his hard training, can always be at your side to avoid any risk.

SELECTED PROTECTION GROUPS
Crime has grown heavily, robberies and kidnappings by criminal organizations are
commonplace today. Protecting 'high targets' is more than just a matter of urgency.
Advanced Protection Agency specializes in providing expert teams to protect
businessmen, senior high rank executives, officials, special guests, sports people as
well as lifestyle celebrities in order to avoid harmful and extreme situations.

PERSONAL GUARDS AND ACCOMMODATION
Do not compromise with anything less about security and guarding. Do not leave
these sensitive issues in the hands of any unprofessed person who claims to be an
expert. Trust our highly trained staff to provide security to you and your beloved
ones.
Your personal guards are people with continuous and special education abroad in
accordance with international standards and fully trained in martial arts, weapons and
explosives. Your personal guards will accompany you and your family members on
your daily transportations. They will make sure you get safely to your destination.
Your personal trained guards can accompany you wherever you ask, both within and
out of the country, on any route and for any form of travel (business, leisure, social).

PERSONAL DRIVERS - LUXURIOUS TRANSPORTATION
Advanced Protection Agency provides professional drivers to its customers who
want to enjoy high-quality transport services in the comfort of their own car. The
service is appropriate for all occasions, such as business meetings, doctor
appointments, sports events, shopping in stores and any other case without worrying
about traffic and parking. You can also go to and from ports and airports without
thinking about parking and its costs.

Our company allows you to choose one of our own luxury vehicles, along with the
driver, to move safely and style wherever you want to go. From a night out, up to
your holiday, and every day, for your business matters, you can make use of our
service. Advanced Protection Agency covers the entire range of luxury
transportation which is not limited to cars. It can provide you with helicopters, ships,
even airplanes.

TAB: MARITIME SECURITY
MARITIME SECURITY
Advanced Protection Agency offers a dedicated global protection agency to the
maritime community. Our company specializes in providing innovative and creative
approaches to a wide range of marine protection services by maintaining an
extensive network of contacts and partners that, in conjunction with the
professionalism and experience of our consultants and partners, ensures responsible
and credible solutions to ships protection.
Our ship security staff comes from a variety of backgrounds in the military and
commercial shipbuilding industry with very high education standards.
The central philosophical view of our company focuses on recognizing, analyzing and
limiting the potential risks for our customers. All services of ours are tailored to the
specific requirements and expectations of our customers through our unique
business environment.
It is the excellent recommendation of our teams, together with their experience,
methodology and ethics, which allow our company to reach the top notch and highest
quality performance levels for our customers.
SERVICES PROVIDED ON BOARD:
24-hour observation
Organization of safety and response plan
Organization of communications security plan
Crew training (with the Captain's consent) to respond to potential piracy.
Analysis to Captain of high-risk areas and mapping of any recent pirate activities.
Clear anti-piracy action plan.
ARMOR:
The use of weapons on board will be based on the applicable International
Engagement Rules and English Law.
The basic equipment of the Groups is:
One (1) 7.62 mm semi-automatic sniper rifle.
Three (3) semi-automatic rifles 5.56 mm
Personal protective equipment (helmets, bulletproof, etc.)
Satellite phones, laptop, binoculars, etc.

TAB: PRECIOUS ITEMS TRANSITS
PRECIOUS ITEMS TRANSITS
Advanced Protection Agency understands that some loads are very important to
be exposed to any harm and to undergo the risk losing them. Whether it is personnel
or commodity, anything of great value to you that needs to be transported must
definitely be protected. Our company can transfer or escort your precious assets
during transportation. Our experienced senior staff will design the safest route by

whatever means of transport is deemed necessary to transfer it safely to the final
destination.

TAB: SAFETY OF LARGE EVENTS
SAFETY OF LARGE EVENTS
Advanced Protection Agency can undertake the security of any corporate,
entertainment or athletic event. The service includes the perimeter security, the
crowd security, the organized parking, the access points and the auditing
checkpoints. The company also undertakes to check and then protect the venue of
the event for maximum security. The most widespread categories of events we
undertake are athletics, concerts, festivals, political gatherings, charity gala,
conferences and shows of the entertainment industry.

TAB: PRIVATE INVESTIGATION
PRIVATE INVESTIGATION
Advanced Protection Agency is experienced in handling complex investigations
and information collecting operations. All works are carried out with a high degree of
confidentiality by certified private detectives. The use of new and innovative
technologies by our company contributes to the quickest possible result in your case
at a minimum cost. For more information about your affairs, do not hesitate to ask us.

TRAINING
TRAINING
The staff of our company is highly and continuously trained for unarmed and armed
battle conditions. The danger to the occupation of a security person requires him to
keep his physical state at high levels, as well as possessing knowledge of special
techniques that will give the opportunity to cope with an imminent difficult situation by
cultivating the ability to protect the issue of his/her guard.
Our company is in collaboration with experienced and talented trainers who offer a
wide range of skills in potentially harmful public gathering situations and private
environments.
Training specialization ensures maximization of the quality of a guard and in
particular the sensitive security issue of V.I.P because it has strengthened the
confidence of the security person with the knowledge it has acquired to be able to
cope and harmonize with the requirements of the potentially harmful conditions.
Furthermore, our staff is up-to-date and trained in the use of firearms and in terrorist
threat scenarios, having a high level of knowledge of extreme cases of armed conflict
with firearms, as the result of ongoing training abroad by highly qualified and
experienced trainers who provide high quality education according to the standards
of the International Rules.
Specialized training is also provided in accordance with International Standards, on
basic fire safety rules and effective fire response, as well as a thorough knowledge of
First Aid and care of a multi-injured person.

SECURITY SYSTEMS
SECURITY SYSTEMS
Advanced Protection Agency offers you comprehensive and effective security
systems to prevent and avoid any malicious action against you and your property.
Latest technology alarm systems and closed surveillance systems (CCTV).
Confidential and technically trained staff undertakes the study and installation of
security systems tailored to your needs.
All systems are accompanied by certificates and guarantees of good operation.
Advanced Protection Agency provides technical support to all systems and for as
long as they are used.
Direct and simple solutions to improve safety and quality of life.
SECURITY SYSTEMS
Alarm
Fire detection
Security entrance check
Closed Circuit Television (CCTV)
Tracking Systems
Image Transmission

CONTACT
CONTACT
6 LEOFOROS KYPROU
ARGYROUPOLI GR 16452
IOANNIS SIAVELIS
HEAD SECURITY ANALYST
Tel: 211 409 8530
Mob: + 30 6981689012

